


What does the work involve? 

The syllabus of Hollow Bone takes us through 
nine stages of soul work. These stages integrate 
the soul through personal development, soul-
retrieval, creativity and ecstatic dance, as well as 
the discovery of particular archetypal energies 
that serve us on this journey.

To support you, Caroline, Ben and friends, teach 
a variety of practices and approaches. Included 
is the medium of ecstatic dance, shamanic 
journeys, theatre and ritual theater, drumming, 
vision walks, medicine songs, connection to 
power animals and allies and the crafting of tools 
such as medicine bags, instruments and masks. 
Time will be spent in nature as well as on the 
dance floor. Ultimately, the focus is to create a 
clear channel and a strong enough presence to 
be able to stand fully in your own center and 
authority.

What is the Hollow Bone medicine path?
Accepting the mantle of the hollow bone.

In shamanism it is said that to be an effective healer one must become like a ‘hollow bone’. 
In other words they must become an empty vessel through which they learn to accept 
the nagual/shamanic path as well as the tonal/mundane life, getting to know how our 
consciousness marries the two together. It means stepping out of our own way in order to 
be with the divine play of life.

Engaging with this work demands that we enquire deeply into who we are. Undertaking 
the necessary work of acceptance, to inhabit the shamans dreaming body and step into 
the fullness of our essential selves. The more we carry out this work, the more aligned we 
become with Spirit and the journey of our Soul. This alignment represents true healing and 
integration – healing of our inner dancer and healing of the connections we have with others, 
with the environment, with our ancestors and with the universal web of the Divine Mystery.

By using and experiencing shamanic journeys, trance dance and movement as medicine, we 
get to explore ourselves at our most creative, enabling the souls homecoming, we experience 
our own potential. We learn and understand how to shift our consciousness for periods of 
time and discover how to work with the divine power of the universe in a grounded and 
down-to-earth way, creating and manifesting our own healing and purpose.

The Hollow Bone path consists of a series of gatherings and workshops that support you on 
a journey to find your own particular medicine and offerings. 

You speak directly to the deepest fibre of the dancer I am. And he learns to listen 
and trust a little more and open his heart wider still, and he heals. Thank you from 
somewhere deep inside where words are simply too small. Glenn O’Hearne 



Ben Cole

Ben is a passionate teacher working with men, young men and 
elders within rites of passage and creative experiences in nature. 
He is an award winning cinematographer, reflecting existential 
questions regards unity and diversity of being human in this time, 
and much of his work is situated in intercultural exchange with an 
enormous heart for people. He has made films on the rituals and 
multi-cultural issues much needed in today’s world. He is known for 
innovative projects including 1 Giant Leap. 

All of his work is based on mutual respect, exchange and 
sustainable relationships, with high integrity regarding indigenous 
traditions. He has spent time with many indigenous tribes, from 
Kalahari Bushmen to the Pygmies in the Congo. He also touches on 
the challenges of dis-ease and illness in western context, including 
projects on the social consequences of living with addiction and 
initiation into man-hood.

Ben born in 1960, has trained extensively as an actor with the 
drama center London, including Laban’s movement psychology. He 
left home at 11 for boarding school and grew up on the diverse 
streets of London. He has followed a Buddhist tradition for over 20 
years and is a creative craftsman.

Caroline and Ben are married and live in UK, they work in many 
countries around the world together. They are both excited to be 
sharing the wisdom and teachings that has gathered along the way, 
with their own blend of experiences, to bring this work to you as one 
cauldron of creative, shamanic medicine.

Caroline Carey

Caroline, born in 1960  is a teacher borne out of her own passion for self-
development and personal empowerment. After a multitude of trainings 
and her own empowering journey, she encourages others to follow what 
is true to them and seek and live fully their own soul purpose. She creates 
community wherever she goes and has a wealth of experience in the 
healing arts, as well as developing deeper connections to nature and the 
human and non-human soul. 

Her wide-ranging experience is derived from many years of study, training. 
She has worked/trained extensively with Ya’Acov and Susannah Darling 
Khan, founders of the School of Movement Medicine. She was a student for 
18 years and a member of faculty and staff. She also completed a teacher 
training in 5’Rhythms with the founder, Gabrielle Roth. She is a Shamanic 
Practitioner and trained with the Sacred Trust. A Daoway and Reiki Shamanic 
healer She Is an NLP master, trained with Dr Richard Bandler.

Caroline has danced her way around the world experiencing various forms 
of teachings and ceremonies with many different shamans and tribes. A 
mother of six adult children and Grandmother to five.

To date, Caroline has four published books which can be found on her 
website. The Hollow Bone, Middle Earth book will be available along with a 
CD and her own Medicine Cards 2017/18. 

Caroline is a Registered Teacher With The School Of Movement Medicine.



Hollow Bone Tree of Life  
& The Descent  

of our Soul Purpose’



Middle Earth Medicine Wheel 
The Nine Stages of Life as Ritual & 

the Descent of our Soul Work



Heart Matters is offered during workshops and gatherings and is also a specific 
workshop that stands on its own.

Down through the ages, the heart has been considered the seat of our spiritual and moral compass, 
a source of love, courage and wisdom. Today, science is confirming what mystics have known for 
centuries, that far beyond its role as a simple mechanical pump, the heart possesses an innate 
intelligence of its own. It is constantly communicating with the brain and the rest of the body’s organs 
and systems. It profoundly influences the way we perceive and respond to the world. Drawing upon 
these ancient and modern insights, Heart Matters offers you the chance to connect deeply with the 
rhythms of your heart through the power of movement practice, rooted in shamanic and ecstatic 
dance traditions.

Connecting with your heart in this way will support you to transform your relationship to your life by 
healing emotional wounds, awakening your passion and calling upon your heart’s wisdom to guide 
you forwards into greater intimacy with yourself and the wider world.

Thank you so much for everything you’ve given, I don’t think I’ve ever experienced such selfless 
guidance in the dance - it really felt like there was only teaching, not a persona behind it. 
Touching and inspiring. Hope to dance with you again. Enesa

HEART MATTERS
A gentle yet deep exploration of the medicine of the heart



THE GATHERINGS 
Shamanic Journeys, Ecstatic Dance, Medicine Songs, Ritual & Theatre, Creativity.

The Journey
The shamanic journey awakens our imagination 
which then creates a portal to the spirit world 
for guidance, wisdom and support. We learn to 
connect to our spirit guides and power animals. 
Seeking guidance, we can create a map for 
our future work and what needs to develop. 
We dance with the aid of movement medicine, 
journeying into deeper states of consciousness 
and into the trance of dance itself.  

Workshops include:
Snake Medicine
Deeper Knowing 
Creature Unveiled

This course can be taken online if necessary. See 
link: www.alchemyinmovement.com/the-hollow-
bone-medicine-ways-of-movement/online-shamanic-
journey-course/ Levels 1 & 2 cover this gatherings 
requirement.

Ancestral Elements
In the shamanic world it becomes necessary to explore and 
learn how to protect and support ourselves by really knowing 
who we are. Using the method of journeying and embodiment, 
we connect to our own circle and the protective space around 
us. We learn to stand in our own presence and rest into who 
we are. We learn how to connect with the elements, the 
ancestors and to give and receive support. In this way, we 
create a stronger connection with our power animals, allies 
and guardians. 

This gives us a channel within which to make meaningful 
relationship with our ancestors. We seek the yin and yang 
within us, to marry these parts of ourselves in one sacred 
union. We learn about our own soul purpose and what that 
means to us.

Who are the ancestors we want to be in the world? How 
connected are we to the elements and universal energies 
around us?

Workshops include:
Circle, Fire & Phoenix
Soul Action
Meeting The Wild

Caroline is creative, intuitive and compassionate. She holds space beautifully. 
She has a deep understanding of human process and creates and leads processes 
that encourage participants to tap into their own faith in the healing power of 
music, movement (and magic). She is a joy to work with, a good listener who is 
open and flexible. She is also fun! Catherine Wright



The Oracle Of Repetition
Repetition as art and embodying the trance. 

We all have repetitive patterns and habits in our 
lives, some that serve us and some that create 
dysfunction. Combining dance and movement, 
trance and repetition to explore our repeating 
patterns of behavior from the meta-perspective 
of the oracle field, help us to see these patterns 
more clearly as a resource. We learn to view 
them as illuminated messages that can show us 
how to find the medicine in what life presents to 
us rather than blaming everything and everyone 
else for our difficulties. From this place of meta-
awareness, we can then reach out into the wider 
web, communicating our desires for the future 
and inviting the cosmic choreographer to map 
out what is required. 

This is a deep dive into embodied ecstatic trance 
dance that combines the shamanic journey.

Workshops include:
Meta–Magic
The Body Oracle
Passion Unlimited

The Oracle of Medicine 
A medicine bag is an item that spiritually 
represents the person who wears it and is 
carried for guidance, healing and protection. 
It contains objects that represent spiritual and 
healing experiences throughout our lives. This 
is a place to give totems a home close to your 
heart. Making our own medicine bag is a process 
of illumination, to  craft our own medicine 
container and understand the potency of what it 
is and what it carries. Traditionally it is important 
to create this bag your self, finding its reflection 
inside you and in the face you show to the world. 
A five day gathering and exploration, including 
meditations and dance, work in nature and 
finding our medicine songs.

As a highly sensitive and creative person, I have been searching for a 
long time to find a teacher, a way of teaching where I felt at home. 
This particular quest has come to an end since I found this work. 
Lies Van Hee



The Oracle of the Shapeshifter
We all possess a shapeshifter, so learning to act from this 
place with the guidance of the hollow bone state, inspires 
and enriches our life. The shapeshifter will guide you 
through personal process’s within the creation of your 
own ‘Oracle Field,’ where you can explore the potential 
you hold as a human being. Guided to explore parts of 
yourself that have been or remain hidden, allows you to 
bring them to light through ritual theatre, ecstatic dance, 
journeying and sharing stories. 

Includes: A five day immersion into ritual theater and 
ceremony, mask making, work in nature, theater building 
and co-creation.

The two modules of The Oracle of Medicine & The Oracle of 
Shapeshifting can be partaken within Creativity Cauldron or held 
as specific pieces of work with more emphasis on each subject.

Creativity Cauldron
Hollow Bone Ongoing Group
Community and growing together. 

Hollow Bone groups of dancing shamanic warriors 
deepen their practices when they come into community 
together. A place where we can work with the Mandorla, 
the mystery and the path to empowerment, an 
ancient symbol that depicts a sacred moment which 
transcends time and space and creates inspiration;  
de-spelling or disorientating the conflict we can feel about 
stepping into our true nature. We will create medicine masks 
and tools, using the oracle of shape shifting to empower 
our lives and hearts. Dancing and using the oracle of the 
shape shifter to explore our alter-egos and play with the 
fine veils between the seen and the unseen, the nagual and 
the mundane.

An opportunity to immerse yourself in The Hollow Bone 
Ongoing 3 module Group



The Hollow Bone Wounded Healer
Exploring the Hollow Bone state as healer, through our own 
personal process helps us understand how we can make changes 
to our life where we remove old energy that no longer serves us. We 
can also gather energy that serves to empower us. As a medicine 
man or woman we gather the knowledge of this energy and the 
tools of extraction medicine, soul retrieval, psycho-pomp work and 
other modalities. Putting our hands, our hearts and our tools to 
work, we share this offering of medicine with others.

Hunting & The Vision Walk
The shamans world is as much about our connection with nature 
as working with our tools and practices. ‘Nature is the visible face 
of spirit.’ Spending time in nature for contemplation, focusing our 
intention on our walk, our deep listening and the observing of nature, 
we look for signs to assist us in our future work as shamanic warriors 
and healers. We can often discover medicine songs, poetry, stories 
and the requests from spirit and the creative force that lies within 
each one of us. The hunt will take us through the night-time and into 
the days ahead. Visioning in our life and purpose!

Includes: Five days of journeying, deep immersion into nature, dreaming, 
story telling by the fire and beyond.

Stepping onto this path
Stepping onto this path you are changed
For there are creatures at your side
And your hat holds a feather or two
And your clothes wreak of the earth and the fire
and your own hot blooded sweat
Mud lines the hem of your trousers
And you speak of empowerment and dreams and journeys
with those that others can’t see
Your voice has changed and a song or two
or a poem or even foreign language emits from your lips.
Others will think you gone mad, but you know the truth
Others will ask you to return
Your old self was the one They loved 
So familiar so nice so comfortable

You do your best to tell them 
love still remains 
you are who you are, 
just a little taller 
more outspoken 
With things that really matter

Stepping onto this path you are changed 
And others will fear this
They won’t understand

No matter, you are changed and cannot go back
When leaves fall from the knots in your hair 
and paws and claws make that sudden appearance 
reminding you where you have been
And the sound of the drum sings out your tune
Take heed and know
Your soul your innocence is returning
The time is now, it cannot be … undone
Caroline Carey 



Purpose, Light, Shadow & Death
Knowing our purpose and our medicine and how we 
might wish to offer it into the world means deeply 
acknowledging all that we are.  In order to fully embrace 
our purpose, we must know our shadow, we must 
know the dreamer, we must know death. It is a way to 
embrace and accept who we are as a complete human 
being, who know themselves at a core level.

Purpose, Light, Shadow & Death is a module for those 
who wish to further their work to fully hold the Hollow 
Bone Middle Earth Mantle.

Space Holder
The Middle Earth modules are a way for you to bring forward 
your own work and contribution, in order to bring your 
soul-purpose into practice. Once completed you can attend the 
two module Space Holder gatherings, to ensure you have all 
the necessary tools to hold a space for individuals and groups. 
These modules will be run by Caroline, Ben and their 
colleagues to support you fully on your medicine path. Please 
join our mailing list in order to receive updates on the timing of 
these modules and contact us if you have any questions.

Inauguration
Creating ceremony and ritual for ourselves and each other. A celebration 
of the tasks we have undertaken, a time to take on the responsibility of our 
offering in the world. Designing our own ceremony, or taking part in others, 
we present our  offering to others in ritual, making a statement of our 
commitment. Ceremonial practices and traditions are an important part of 
our culture, integrating us into mythology, spirituality and life.

“The soul and ego need each other; they need to 
fall in love. The soul is the dreamer, the one that 
lives within the mystery. The ego becomes the hands 
of the soul as it falls deeper and deeper into this 
connection. Without the ego, the soul has no hands; 
it is not able to manifest the dream into the world. 
Ego without soul has no journey to go on; it simply 
creates for the sake of personal possession, for self-
gratification. There is no sense of service to others 
or community and most certainly not to the world. 
Until the ego meets with the soul, true love cannot 
be born.” Caroline Carey 

For the dancers, the freedom makers, the liberators of soul, the poets and celebrators, the magicians of our fold.



In-Sight
Learn the secrets of authentic presence, make peace
and reveal yourself.

In our ever-evolving, multimedia world, the ability 
to communicate powerfully and authentically on 
camera and film is becoming ever more important 
and valuable. Ben and Caroline provide a safe, 
supportive and intimate setting in which to explore 
how to communicate and then witness who you 
are, to gain insights about yourself, discover what 
your unique qualities are and learn how to relax 
any fears that may be holding you back. Then your 
ego serves your soul’s purpose and the inner critic 
drops away to reveal the truth.  Includes shamanic 
and ecstatic process’s to help us marry the worlds 
of the nagual and the tonal together, the worlds of 
the soul and the worlds of the ego. 

In-Sight is a prerequisite for the more advanced 
workshop, ‘Captivate, Communicate, Create’. See 
website.

What allures you?

What is it that allures you?
What calls you to take part?

It may not make you feel at ease
but you know you cant resist
that voice inside it will not let you rest

so you open up the door way
you take those first few steps
that you knew you had to make

The fear begins to lessen its grip upon
your soul subsiding with illusions
that now are much to old
and excitement travels through you
and dances with your feet
and finger tips en’trance you
growing feathers as you speak

and reaching out upon the path
it has you in its arms
come into the wild she said
and I will meet you there

come into the wild she said
there’s a song
we wish to share
Caroline Carey

For me it was incredibly challenging and 
yet ultimately so beautifully rewarding. 
I met some amazing inspiring souls and 
was profoundly moved by the sharing of 
our vulnerabilities and strengths, with 
humour and humility. Thank you, Ben 
and Caroline. Darryl Black

Through the lens we discover a potent healing and explore 
just how powerful our inner world is. When we give attention 
to the authentic voice of our soul, it’s  message to the world, 
is seen and heard so clearly. Ben Cole

Thanks so much to Caroline and Ben 
for exploring with us, in such a gentle 
way! You have shown us such useful 
tools to be with our In-Sights!  Katija 



SHE
Who are we as wise women, living in this new world, where traditions are 
sometimes lost and we are having to create new ways and rituals to hold onto the 
missing links of our ancestry and heritage? As shamanic and dancing warriors are 
we prepared to listen to the call from within and connect to the sometimes lost 
roots of our cultures?

Within our time together we will explore the threads of wisdom that flow through 
us and between us, learning new and old ways to connect with our innate shamanic 
feminine lineages. These ways are not prescriptive and fixed in any one tradition, 
but ways that you know intimately yourself, if not a little hidden from present-view.

These are the unravellings you will be able to explore, for they are your own 
offerings to life and to the people of your communities. With projects and 
mentoring, you will be supported to find your own medicine bags, tools, and wise 
woman ways. 

SHE workshops: There are dances to be danced, words to be shared. Women 
coming together to share their hearts and longings to be seen fully for who they 
really are. Includes  ‘SHE is Ritual’  ‘SHE is Wild’  SHE - is a soul free of shame’  ‘Who 
is SHE?’ and ‘Rite’s of Passage’ with the archetypes.

WiseMan

One of Ben’s passions is initiation rites for men 
who feel un-initiated into manhood. He uses male 
archetypes to balance those masculine energies and 
re-enact ancient stories to guide the group towards 
lifting the temptation of endless adolescence and 
discover the path towards healing the masculine in 
the wider community. This is a response from our 
fathers and grandfathers, calling to our generation 
for the blessing of new male elders, who are present, 
vulnerable and full of integrity. More info, please 
contact bencole@mac.com or visit website.

Your sense of authentic masculinity creates such a 
safe space, I love your passion for this work! 
Jack Johnson

Crossing the Threshold 

Ben and Caroline will bring their separate work with men and women, 
together to create a revolution in how we dance with the masculine 
and feminine. Together we will balance our energies to create new 
archetypes that will inspire a new generation of respect and equality.

I really appreciate how skillfully you hold the 
relational space between you - and sharing this 
with us Martha Rutherford



Magic Of Mandorla
It is known as one of the most powerful of (spiritual) experiences we can have in life. Mandorla is the place of poetry ‘where the fire and the rose are one!’  
(Four Quartets, T.S. Eliot)
 
As human beings, we can exist on multiple planes of being; the one that we are usually most aware of, however, is the 
material world. By its nature, the material world is a place of duality – a place of opposites that we often experience as 
being in conflict with one another. Examples include heaven and earth, light and dark, masculine and feminine, loyalty 
and betrayal, to name but a few. The polarity between these opposites creates a fundamental tension at an evolutionary 
level that has the potential to be either profoundly destructive or powerfully generative and creative. The evidence of the 
destructive consequences of this tension lies all around us in the terrible scourges of war, inequality and conflict within and 
between individuals, groups and societies.
 
The key to transforming the destructive consequences of conflict into life-affirming outcomes lies in how we relate to the 
tension between opposites. When we can hold the tension within ourselves, bearing the pain, beauty and terror that this 
brings, we bring the two opposing elements together, creating a space in which the split between the two can be resolved. 
We call this space the ‘mandorla’ – a word derived from ‘almond’ in Italian, which refers to the almond shape created when 
two circles overlap. The mandorla also known as the ‘Vesica Piscis’ is the sacred space of our soul work; when we stand in 
this place, we have the ability to transform what once was a curse into powerful medicine for the soul. Its energy is that 
of the Father Mother Principle in the Divine Union, the Mother of all Forms and the Yin and Yang that has been known to 
us for decades.

Included in the Hollow Bone ongoing group as well as workshops that stand alone.



Ms’Guided Angel is Caroline’s first autobiographical 
book takes us on the journey she experienced 
through a 5 Rhythms dance training (1999), bringing 
up six children, healing from abuse and challenging 
relationships up until meeting her husband to be and 
teaching Movement Medicine. She shares her dance, 
poetry and shamanic journey. An honest and thought 
provoking story for her readers. Her work is very 
original, provocative, challenging, sexy, raw and full of 
passionate fiery wisdom. Could these unique teachings, 
journeys and insights, show us that falling deeply in love 
with our own lives and accepting it as an adventure, be 
a way forward for us all?

The Circle, The Fire & The Phoenix is based 
upon the work Caroline offers around the 
world, and focuses on the in-depth healing 
that occurs, when we engage our bodies in 
movement and connect to our hearts. She 
brings her own stories to everything she writes 
about, including Soul Retrieval - healing the soul 
of community, ancestors and the planet, poetry 
and prose intermingle with teachings from the 
heart. The contents of this book are woven with 
thoughts on how we can expand and grow our 
own metaphoric wings, leaving behind what no 
longer serves.

I believe that there is an awakening 
in the world, there are many more 
challenges to overcome in ways we 
may not have expected before. It is a 
time to connect deeply to the soul of 
humanity, listen to what is underneath 
the layers of conformity and share 
our wisdom with our communities. It 
is my believe that if we connect more 
deeply to our innocence, then we can 
find the most powerful way to heal 
the dysfunction in our world.

Carolines poems encourage the reader 
or listener to dig deeply into their 
own imagination and sense the subtle 
yet life affirming words that make 
Caroline’s poems a treasure trove with 
soulful connections to the human, the 
natural and the animal worlds. Here 
you can journey to those corners of 
your mind often not explored, to the 
furthermost reaches of your heart and 
tap into emotions that may never have 
been brought to life.

There are many ways to read and interpret this book. It will be with 
me a long time, helping me, and showing me what true strength is 
...The simple, feeling way that Caroline writes; her constant search 
for truth, nudges me into areas I need to explore. Paula Harvard

I love to write from my heart and share experiences of my inner-world and 
the natural world that I love. My passion is in the exploration of human 
and non-human soul, to liberate the dancer in us and to help us find our 
own true creative and eco-identity. Caroline Carey

View more books: www.alchemyinmovement.com/written-work



For Those Wanting To Make A Difference In Their World

www.middleearthmedicine.com

admin@middleearthmedicine.com

www.facebook.com/CarolineCareyDance

www.bencolecinematographysite.com

+44 (0) 7702 513679

More than ever before, there are billions of people yearning to awaken and understand 
the truth about  

themselves and the world around them.

Design of brochure by www.leighdesignstudio.com
Photos by Ben Cole

Welcome to our world!
If you would like to experience our gatherings, groups and trainings on the work 
we do please feel free to contact us, we would be happy to discuss creating your 

own program of support and personal growth within these modalities.  
Mentoring & coaching is also available.


